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Dust And Decay
An incoming wave of Saharan dust combined with three-digit temperatures and high humidity make for a potentially dangerous combination in Houston, including increasing your chances of catching ...

Saharan dust particles may make you sick. Here’s why some should stay indoors this week
The trend of taping your mouth during sleep to force yourself to breathe nasally is gaining traction. But just how worthwhile is this?

What’s with all the fuss about nose breathing?
The effects range from nuisances, such as the attraction of dust and dirt to surfaces with degradation of ... ability of a voltage to flow across the surface is measured), static decay (wherein a ...

Antistatic additives provide dust busters, safety, and ease in handling
A massive cloud of Sahara Desert dust particles is affecting air quality in the Gulf of Mexico and southern U.S. Monday after traveling thousands of miles over the Atlantic Ocean from Africa.

Saharan dust cloud reaches southern U.S.: Here’s what it means
Notably – and not surprising in Nazi Germany – the reviewer praised Mitchell’s description of the patriarchal character and racial and social hierarchy in the antebellum South.

Gone With The Wind In Nazi Germany And Eretz Yisrael
His ears were cocked forward toward the dust cloud ahead ... the old pile standing in the bright desert sunlight, fallen into decay and with wild-ass tracks all around it, brought to mind the ...

Hunting the Wild Ass
The Saharan Dust has made its way here in Texas and we’re seeing the effects. The Saharan dust cloud covering the air in parts of Texas has the potential to ...

Ways to cope with the Saharan Dust
In 2018, a spacecraft called Hayabusa2 landed on a moving asteroid named Ryugu and collected particles from above and below its surface. One and a half years later, it returned to Earth with a sealed ...

Asteroid Ryugu may be a leftover from the Sun's formation
Neutrality and pacifism were withered to dust and ashes. Complacency was powdered ... which alone will save mankind from a moral decay more fatal than death.

Peter Stood and Warmed Himself
Skin peeling, powdering to dust at the slightest touch ... "We have been trying to stop the decay of these materials that for the Eighties were advanced, but today are fragile as a flower ...

Desperate images show tragic state of ET 40 years after iconic film was released
Rebecca Phipps is fighting a battle against decay. The Watkins Community Museum ... Lots of it is stuff that, in other hands, would have crumbled to dust by now. Lots of it is stuff still in ...

Museums face challenges in keeping artifacts intact
“One must picture an aggregate of ice and dust floating in space, that turned into a giant mudball when ice was melted by nuclear energy from the decay of radioactive elements that were present ...

Returned asteroid sample unlocks time capsule older than the Sun
Tabares then wrote, in October 2019, to Dr. Allison Arwady, the city’s public health commissioner, about “the decay and terrible ... where the dust was noticeable. “It’s definitely not ...

In Southwest Side viaducts, peeling paint contains toxic levels of lead. But is it a hazard?
Astorian, on June 26, 1883, included a letter to the editor from Oregon pioneer, John M. Shively, who helped map out early Astoria.
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